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Learning Response Time for WebSources using Query Feedbackand Application in Query Optimization Jean-Robert GruserNetforce, Levallois-Perret, Francegruser@netforce.frLouiqa RaschidInstitute for Advanced Computer StudiesUniversity of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742louiqa@umiacs.umd.eduVladimir ZadorozhnyInstitute for Advanced Computer StudiesUniversity of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742vladimir@umiacs.umd.eduAbstractThe rapid growth of the Internet and support for interoperability protocols has increased the numberof Web accessible sources, WebSources. Current optimization technology for wrapper mediator architec-tures needs to be extended to estimate the response time (delays) to access WebSources and to use thisdelay in query optimization. In this paper, we present a Multi-Dimensional Table (MDT), a tool thatis based on learning using query feedback from WebSources. We describe the MDT learning algorithms,and report on the MDT learning for WebSources. The MDT uses dimensions Time of day, Day, andQuantity of data, to learn response times from a particular WebSource, and to predict the expected re-sponse time (delay), and a condence in this prediction, for some query. Experiment data was collectedfrom several WebSources and analyzed, to determine those dimensions that were signicant in estimatingthe response time for particular WebSources. Our research shows that we can improve the quality oflearning by tuning the MDT features, e.g., including signicant dimensions in the MDT, or changingthe ordering of dimensions. We then demonstrate how the MDT prediction of delay may be used by ascrambling enabled optimizer. A scrambling algorithm identies some critical points of delay, where itmakes a decision to scramble (modify) a plan, to attempt to hide the expected delay by computing someother part of the plan that is unaected by the delay. We explore the space of real delay at a WebSource,versus the MDT prediction of this delay, with respect to critical points of delay in specic plans. Weidentify those cases where MDT overestimation or underestimation of the real delay results in a penaltyin the scrambling enabled optimizer, and those cases where there is no penalty. Using the experimentaldata and MDT learning, we test how good the MDT is in minimizing these penalties.1 IntroductionArchitectures based on wrappers and mediators [27] have been proposed in [1, 6, 13, 17, 18, 19], to provideaccess to data in heterogeneous sources. In such an architecture, wrappers handle query processing onindividual sources. The mediator solves the task of capability based rewriting (CBR) to determine theThis research has been partially supported by the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency under grant 01-5-28838; theNational Science Foundation under grant IRI9630102, and INRIA Rocquencourt, France.1
(sub)query to be sent to a source, depending on the capability of each source. A mediator also handlesquery optimization for wrapper (sub)queries and the mediator (composition) query. The rapid growth ofthe Internet and Intranets, vendor support of database interoperability protocols such as JDBC [14], andOLE/DB [4], and the emergence of formats such as XML-Data [12], that facilitate the exchange of datavia the WWW and the HTTP protocol, has dramatically increased the number of available Web accessiblesources, WebSources.Scaling a mediator architecture to deal with WebSources introduces the challenge of correctly estimatingthe response time, or delay, in accessing data from a WebSource. Developing a cost model for WebSourcesmust deal with the following drawback: there is a lack of accurate statistics, e.g., selectivity estimates forqueries; knowledge about load on the server, access paths, and the cost of physical algorithms executed onWebSources. There is also little knowledge about the impact that dimensions such as time of day, day,network topology, etc., can have on the time to transfer the results.There has been some research on wide area trac patterns for the Internet [21]. In [26], statistical modelsare applied to measurements of service requests at proxy servers, to detect failure patterns. Models usingmetrics such as number of hops, ping timing, and http request service times have been studied, to compareperformance among replication servers [20]. Our research is in a similar spirit; we use learning based on queryfeedback, to predict response times from a particular WebSource. There is increasing interest in developingbenchmarks to compare WebSource performance [8, 23]. The parameters that are used here are low levelnetwork and system parameters, and are specic to the server. They do not model the client or predictdelays at the client. The Network Weather Service, NWS [28], is a general facility that provides dynamicresource performance forecasts for wide area networks. It uses intrusive resource monitoring; a distributedset of sensors gather data on current network and server conditions. Such data could also be used to predictresponse time (delay) at WebSources.Several solutions have been proposed for mediator query optimization; however they have not consideredthe characteristics of WebSources. Research reported in [5, 7] assumes that calibration databases can beconstructed on remote sources, i.e. they accept updates. A generic cost-model is calibrated by experimentson a calibrating database created in each source. Unfortunately, most WebSources do not accept updates.The DISCO project [22] contacts wrappers to get the cost of each plan. DISCO assumes that the wrapperfor each source provides a description of the available physical operators and their corresponding costs.However, most WebSources do not model or communicate such information. Research reported in [25] alsoassumes that costs for accessing data from sources is known a priori. The approach used by the HERMESsystem [1] can be adapted to model WebSources, since their model uses only query feedback. However, theydo not develop a robust model for learning and prediction that can handle the unpredictable nature of widearea networks. To summarize, all these solutions for developing mediator cost models have the drawbackthat they either expect unavailable information from WebSources, or they do not deal with the somewhatunpredictable behavior of WebSources, due to unpredictable loads on the source and network, noise, etc.2
There are two main contributions of our research, to solve the problem of query optimization in a mediatorwith WebSources. The rst contribution is the development of a tool, a Multi-Dimensional Table or MDT,that uses learning based on query feedback (response time) to predict the response time for a query in aparticularWebSource. Unlike models based on low level network and server parameters, the MDT learning isat a high level, using dimensions Time of day, Day, and Quantity of data transferred, to predict the responsetime for a particular query on a particular WebSource, and to determine a condence in this prediction. TheMDT approach has some advantages over other learning based techniques such as regression techniques orneural networks. One advantage is the simplicity of the MDT prediction model. The second is the exibilityprovided by the MDT to manipulate a number of parameters that control learning. The third advantage isthat while the dimensions chosen may reect the eects of source and network usage, a (lack of) condencereects the unpredictable nature of prediction for WebSources.Query feedback was obtained from a number of WebSources. Statistical tests were used to determinethose dimensions that were indeed signicant in predicting the response time (delay) for a particular source.The MDT was then trained on the collected data. Our experimental study shows two signicant resultswith respect to MDT learning. The rst result is that the MDT does learn, and that as it is trained, the(cumulative) error decreases, and the condence in the prediction increases. The second result is that wecan improve the quality of learning by tuning the MDT features, such as including signicant dimensions inthe MDT, or changing the ordering of signicant dimensions in the MDT.The second contribution of our research is a study of how the delay or response time prediction by theMDT, and the condence in the prediction, may be used to enhance a traditional query optimizer. Wenote that in this research, we do not distinguish between initial delay and response time (time to get therst answer); we hope to do so in future work. If an optimizer had perfect knowledge of the delay, then itwill always identify the best plan. However, this knowledge is typically unavailable. A scrambling enabledoptimizer makes optimization decisions during run-time, using estimated delays [24]. Such an optimizer hassome critical points for each plan, where it makes a decision to scramble (modify) the plan, to attempt tocover the expected delay at a WebSource, by computing some other part of the plan that is unaected bythe delay. We explore the space of real delay versus the MDT prediction of this delay, with respect to criticalpoints of delay in specic plans. We identify those cases where MDT overestimation or underestimation ofthe real delay is unsafe, and incurs a penalty by the scrambling enabled optimizer, and those cases wherethe prediction error is safe, and there is no penalty. Using the experimental data and MDT learning, we testhow good the MDT is in minimizing these penalties.This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we describe the MDT structure and features to tune itslearning. We then describe the MDT learning process; and the technique for predicting the response timeand the condence in the prediction. In section 3, we describe the experimental data collection task, and theanalysis of the data, to determine those dimensions that are signicant for particular WebSources. In section4, we report on training the MDT, and the results of MDT learning on WebSources. We also compare with3
related work on learning and prediction. In section 5.1, we describe the technique of query scrambling, anddiscuss critical points during scrambling. In section 5.2, we discuss the impact of MDT overestimation andunderestimation of the delay; the cases in which this can be done safely without incurring a penalty; andthe cases in which there is a penalty. In section 5.3, we use the MDT prediction of delay, together with ourexperimental data, to determine how good the MDT is in minimizing these penalties. Section 6 concludes.2 The Multi-Dimensional Table (MDT)We use a parameterized Multi-Dimensions Table (MDT), to collect response times based on query feedback,and we use a simple learning technique to predict the response time for some query. For each prediction,the MDT will also determine the condence in that prediction. We describe the structure and dimensionsof the MDT, and the features that are used to tune the learning algorithm. We then describe the learningalgorithm and explain how the predicted response time and the condence in the prediction is determined.2.1 Structure of the MDT and Features for TuningThe structure of the MDT is determined by (1) a set of dimensions; (2) the ordering of these dimensions;and (3) the ranges / scales of these dimensions. The MDT that we use in this research has three dimensions,Quantity of data, Day and Time. The dimensions and their ranges / scale are as follows: The Day of the week. This dimension has a range of seven days, and the minimum scale for thisdimension was chosen as one day. The Time of day. This dimension has a range of 24 hours, and the minimum scale for this dimensionwas chosen as one hour. The Quantity of data that is transferred. This dimension does not have a xed range. Based on ourexperimental data, the minimum scale that we chose was multiples of 100 Kilobytes, and the rangewas from [0 - 800 Kilobytes].The MDT structure is determined by the ordering of these dimensions and in our experiments in a latersection, we will discuss the impact of the ordering on the MDT learning . The initial MDT consists of onecell, and the range of its dimensions correspond to the ranges described above. During the learning process,each query feedback qfb is represented by a value for Time, Day and Quantity, and response time QryRT .The values for Time, Day and Quantity will be matched to identify the corresponding cell of the MDT. Apredicted response time PredRT and a condence pred conf are also associated with that cell. The MDTlearning process may then decide, based on the query response time, QryRT of qfb, to either split this cell,into two or more cells, or to adjust the PredRT and the condence for this cell. Details of the learningalgorithm will be described shortly. For simplicity, we assume that except in the case of the dimension Day,4
Monday-Friday Saturday-Sunday8am-2pm 2pm-8pm 8pm-8 am 12am-12am<200K 200K-400K 400K-600K >600K <200K 200K-400K >400K 0-MAX 0-MAXFigure 1: An Intermediate MDT Structurethe cell splitting will divide the range of the selected dimension into two equal ranges1. The minimum scaleof each of the dimensions will determine the (nal) MDT structure, when it can no longer split into morecells on any dimension. For example, when the Time dimension has been split into 24 cells, each with aone hour range, then no further splitting on that dimension is possible. An example of an MDT structure,at some intermediate point, is in Figure 1. Here the ordering is Day-Time-Quantity, where Day is mostsignicant.The ordering of dimensions and scale of the dimensions can be used to control (tune) the learning process.Three other features that are also used to control the learning are as follows: The allowed deviation dev of the error in response time. This value of dev is specied for each dimension.The error err = jQryRT PredRT jQryRT , where PredRT is the MDT prediction for some cell, and QryRT isthe response time of some query feedback qfb that matches that cell. The allowed deviation for eachdimension is used to determine if the matching cell should be split on that dimension, when qfb isreceived, and will be explained later. The precision prec for each dimension. The prec = 1   Range:max Range:minCell:max Cell:min . The smaller the rangeof the individual cell, compared to the range of the dimension, the greater is the precision. The initialprecision for the initial single cell MDT is 0 for each dimension. The precision will be a factor indetermining the condence in the predicted response time for that cell. The condence window confwin which is selected for each dimension. Condence is in the range [0.0 -1.0] and the condence window can be selected within that range. A typical window may be [0.3, 0.7].2.2 Learning in the MDT based on Query FeedbackFigure 2 describes the simple learning algorithm for the MDT. We now describe the learning algorithm.Each query feedback qfb is described by a value for Day, Time, and Quantity. It also has a response timeQryRT . The matching MDT cell whose dimensions match qfb is identied; it is described by a currentprediction PredRT , and current condence pred conf , for each dimension. We determine the error, for thatcell. Recall that the MDT is described by an ordering ord of the dimensions, and each of these dimensionsis described by an allowed deviation dev and a precision prec and a condence window confwin.1In our implementation, cell splitting is often more complicated and the two cells may not always have equal ranges aftersplitting. 5
Learning Algorithm(qfb[day,time,qty,QryRT))For the cell[PredRT,pred conf] of the MDT whose dimensions match Day, Time and Qty values of qfbFor each dimension dim[dev,prec,confwin] in the ordering ordIf Within Deviation(qfb,cell,dim) correct(cell.PredRT , cell.pred conf)Else split MDT(qfb,cell,dim)Figure 2: The Learning AlgorithmStarting from the most signicant dimension in ord, we compare the error err of that qfb, with theallowed deviation dev, for that dimension. Suppose err is more than dev, for that dimension. Then, if itis possible, i.e., the cell is not at the minimum scale for that dimension, the cell is split on that dimension.Recall that for simplicity, we assume that the split is into two cells, and each cell has equal range. Onlyone of the (split) cells will now match the dimensions of the qfb. The new PredRT for this new cell is setto QryRT and the new pred conf is 0. The values of PredRT and pred conf of the other split cell remainunchanged since the qfb no longer matches that cell.If indeed there is a split on the dimension, then the learning algorithm will be called recursively,for each subsequent dimension, in decreasing order of ord. Again, depending on dev for each dimen-sion, a decision must be made whether to split the new cell, on the next most signicant dimension,into further new cells. Consider the MDT structure of Figure 1. Suppose there is a qfb on Satur-day at 1am, and the calculated err is greater than dev for both Day and Time. Then, the learningalgorithm will rst split the cell [(Saturday-Sunday),(12am-12am)] on the dimension Day, and cre-ate two new cells, [(Saturday),(12am-12am)] and [(Sunday),(12am-12am)]. Next, the algorithm willsplit the dimension Time of the rst new cell, and create two new cells [(Saturday),(12am-12pm)] and[(Saturday),(12pm-12am)].Suppose instead that err is less than the allowed deviation dev of some dimension of that cell, or thatthe cell cannot be split any further on that dimension. In this case, we adjust the PredRT and pred conffor that cell to reect the qfb. First, we calculate the condence in the new QryRT of qfb.Each MDT cell will have a buer that stores the last N values of qfb that matched this cell. Using thevalue of err for the current dimension, we count the number of matching qfb in the buer. A matching qfbis one such that the dierence in QryRT between qfb in the buer and the new qfb, normalized by QryRTfor new qfb, = jbufferqfb:QryRT newqfb:QrtRT jnewqfb:QryRT is less than err. This count is NumMatchingBuffer. Then,the condence in QryRT = (NumMatchingBuffer  precision).Once this qry conf is determined, then the PredRT and the pred conf for the cell must be recalculatedto reect the new qfb values. We discuss several cases as follows: Both pred conf and qry conf are low and below confwin, the condence window for the dimension.This typically occurs in the initial learning stages or when there is noise. The adjusted value of6
PredRT = pred confPredRT+qry confQryRTpred conf+qry conf is calculated.If err is large, then there is little condence in the estimated value PredRT or the new value QryRT .So the condence for that cell is adjusted to the min(pred conf ,qry conf).However, if the err is small, then both QryRT and PredRT are close to each other, and the condencein that cell's prediction should be increased. The condence pred conf is increased using a weightedaverage and pred conf = pred confNumberOfV alues+qry confNumberOfV alues+1 , where NumberOfV alues is the numberof prior qfb values that were used to learn the old PredRT and condence. Using a weighted averageslows MDT learning, but has the advantage of making the MDT less sensitive to noise. The qry conf is below confwin and pred conf is in confwin or higher. This occurs when there issome spurious noise, after some learning. We say there has been learning since pred conf is high. ThePredRT and pred conf are adjusted using the formula described previously, where err is small. Wenote that since qry conf is below confwin, the adjusted pred conf will be lower than before receivingqfb. However, if this new qfb is indeed noise, then few values in the buer for that cell will matchthis new qfb and so NumMatchingBuffer and qry conf will be low. Thus, pred conf will reduceslowly and PredRT will also change slowly. However, if there has been a long burst of noise, then theNumMatchingBuffer may be higher, and qry conf may be low. This has the potential to interferewith MDT learning. Both pred conf and qry conf are high and within or above confwin. This is a rening stage of thelearning and the new pred conf will be increased. The PredRT and pred conf are adjusted using theformula described previously for small err. There are several cases that should not occur. For example, it cannot be the case that both pred confand qry conf are high and within or above confwin, but err is large. This would indicate that theMDT has entered an unstable state. We do not provide details here but refer the reader to [9].The learning behavior of the MDT was studied using simulation, based on various distributions for theresponse time of qfb. For lack of space we do not include the results here, and refer the reader to [9].3 Experiment Data Collection and Analysis for WebSourcesExperimental qfb were collected from various sources, to be used in an experimental evaluation of the MDT.Our experiment used the Java URLConnection class [15], and this class used the http protocol to downloadles from WebSources. We set the ag setUseCaches to false, so that the le would always be loaded fromthe WebSource. We used the Java class Calendar to time the experiment. We accessed two kinds of sources.One class was university servers; their country location, server URL, and the label to refer this WebSourceis as follows: fBrazil www.lbd.dcc.ufmg.br (BR), Australia broncho.ct.monash.edu.au (OZ), Canadawww.cs.toronto.edu (UT), France www-rodin.inria.fr (INR), USA www.umiacs.umd.edu (UM)g. For7
these servers, the impact of network load was typically more severe, compared to the number of users on theservers. Brazil and Australia had typically much longer response times. From these servers, we were able torequest les of pre-selected size ranging from 100 Kilobytes to 800 Kilobytes. The second class of server wascommercial servers. They included the NBC news server, www.msnbc.com (NBC), which is aliased to fourservers on the same subnet; the news server for the Le Monde French daily, www.lemonde.fr (LeM); and aweather server, www.weather.com (WTH), which is aliased to two servers on dierent networks. Althoughthese URLs were sometimes aliased to multiple physical servers, we made a decision to treat a server URLas a single WebSource, and estimate the response time at the client, for the single logical WebSource2. Forthe commercial servers, user load was also a factor that could aect response time. Since we were not ableto place pre-selected les on these servers, we identied gif les varying in size from 50 Kilobytes to 800Kilobytes. However, on some servers, e.g., www.lemonde.fr, we could not locate many large les, and thisis reected in our analysis of the data.The data collection experiment was straightforward. At timed intervals, our data collection programrandomly selected one or more les located at the source, downloaded the le, and recorded the response time,i.e., the elapsed time to download the page, using the http protocol, and to stream the page into programmemory. The client was a machine within the University of Maryland network cluster umiacs.umd.edu.The data was collected over several weeks, from June - October 1998.Figure 3 shows some sample response time data collected from OZ for some 3100+ qfb. It has been sortedby (increasing) Quantity. The emerging pattern indicates that the dimension Quantity is signicant withrespect to the response time.We analyzed the collected data using the 2 contingency test for categorical data, to determine if thedimensions Day, Quantity and Time, were signicant, with respect to the response time. We performed thetest on the pairs of variables, Day and response time, Quantity and response time, etc. We briey describehow the data was pre-analyzed to prepare it for testing, and then present the summarized results of ouranalysis in Figure 4.The test required us to prepare contingency tables, where one axis of the table was the response timeand the other axis was the MDT dimension. Since the 2 test is applied to categorical data, we needed toidentify appropriate categories for each dimension and for the response time. The number of categories forthe MDT dimension Day was 7, and it was 8 for Time, where we considered contiguous 3 hour blocks from12 am to midnight 3. Determining the categories for Quantity was more complex. In some sites, we had8 categories, [less than 100 Kilobyes, 100 to 200 KiloBytes,  , greater than 700 Kilobytes]. In other sites,where all the les were less than 100 Kilobytes, we could not test the eect of this dimension.The most critical task was identifying the categories for the response time, since the response times variedwidely among all the sources. Our rst step in identifying the categories was eliminating outlier data. This2This appeared to be reasonable since most clients do not dierentiate the various physical servers aliased to a URL.3We chose a 3 hour block for the dimension Time in order to have a similar number of categories in each dimension.8
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Figure 4: Table Summarizing the Statistical Analysis of Experiment Data9
was either the very small or the very large values. We had a large number of cases where the http requesttimed out. The outlier data was eliminated recursively, starting from both the largest and the smallestvalues. Once the typical range [min, max] was identied for that source, we divided the response time into3 categories, small, medium and large. The division of the range is identied by 3 integers, e.g., 30-30-40.Thus, the small response time are values in the range [0, min + (max-min)*.3], etc. We tested our datawith a variety of ranges for the integers, e.g., 25-50-25, to determine sensitivity to this choice. The degreesof freedom for the contingency tables varied, depending on the dimension. We used an  of 0.01 to make adetermination of signicance, i.e., a level of 99% condence in the test, and we tested that we had sucientsample size in each cell of the contingency table.We performed four analyses of the data, leading to four sets of observations, labeled O1 to O4 in Figure4. In observations O1, we did not consider outlier data outside the typical range of [min,max] for theWebSource. However, in many cases, when the request timed out, it implied that the response time wasindeed very large. Thus, in the observations labeled O2, we considered all the timed out instances as largeresponse times. In Figure 4, we identify when a dimension is signicant (YES) or is not signicant (NO), inpredicting the response time, for the source. A symbol ? in the table indicates that we could not determineif the dimension was signicant. A N/A value indicates that this test could not be performed due to lack ofsucient data4.For all of the sources, the dimension Quantity was signicant 5. In observation O1, Time was signicantfor BR and WTH. Day was not signicant for any of the WebSources. When we also considered outlier data inO2, additional dimensions became signicant. The dimension Day was signicant for INR, LeM, OZ and WTH,and Time was signicant for all WebSources except OZ and UM. The 2 test value for Quantity indicated thatthe signicance of this dimension could overshadow the other dimensions. Thus, in O3, we only consideredresponse times for large les, and in O4, we only considered response times for small les. The results indicatethat when we minimized the eect of Quantity, the signicance of Time and Day was more clearly identied,e.g, for INRIA, a may be signicant result for dimension Day and Time in O1 was proved to be a yes in O3and O4. For OZ a not signicant result on Day in O1 became signicant in O3 and O4.Details of the 2 contingency test values from which we drew our conclusions, for observation O2 are inAppendix A. Details of the complete data analysis are in [9].4 Results of MDT Learning with Experimental DataWe describe the results of MDT learning, to predict the response time, for the WebSources described above.Our experimental study shows two signicant results. The rst result is that the MDT does learn, and that asit is trained, the prediction error decreases, and the condence in the prediction increases. The second result4We omit the analysis of data from NBC since the sample size was too small.5For LeM we could not perform this analysis, since the les were small.10
is that we can improve the quality of learning by tuning the MDT features. The MDT learning is improvedwith the inclusion of those dimensions that are found to be signicant, for some source, determined in theprevious analysis of the data, or a good ordering of those dimensions that are signicant. Conversely, theMDT learning is worse when signicant dimensions are not included, or with a poor ordering. We summarizethe more interesting results, and details are in [9].We use the (absolute) relative error jQryRT PredRT jQryRT to track MDT learning. A better indicator tocharacterize the learning process is the cumulative mean squared relative error (msre). This expression is(QryRT PredRTQryRT )2N , where N is the number of predictions. We also use the condence in the predictionpred conf , which was discussed previously.4.1 MDT LearningOur rst result that the MDT does learn is shown in Figure 5a, which shows relative error, and in Figure5b, which shows cumulativemsre. The MDT is trained on approximately 3100+ experimental qfb from theWebSource labeled OZ, i.e., queries from the United States to Australia. Figure 6a has the correspondingcondence values for the MDT learning on these queries. As can be seen, both relative error and cumulativemsre are initially quite signicant, as the MDT starts learning. The corresponding condence in the predic-tion also swings very rapidly, indicating that the MDT predictions are not in a stable state. However, afterabout a 1000 qfb, the cumulative msre gradually stabilizes. The condence in the prediction correspond-ingly increases and does not vary as much. After about 2500 qfb, the condence in the prediction variesbetween [0.90 - 0.95], indicating that the MDT is very condent in its prediction. The cumulative msre hasalmost leveled o, indicating that learning is occurring very slowly at this point and the MDT learning hasstabilized. Figure 6b shows cumulative msre during MDT learning for WebSources UT and UM. A similarpattern of MDT learning is observed.In the OZ experiment, the MDT used two dimensions, Quantity and Day. We note that an MDT withthree dimensions, and the range and scale used in our experiments, has a maximum of 1344 cells, in theinnermost dimension or the ordering, if the (deviation of the) value of qfb response time had led to maximumsplitting on all dimensions. With a training set of approximately 3100+ qfb, as in OZ, there is an averageof less than three qfb per cell, and this a sparse training set. Typically, the MDT does not split to themaximum number of cells.4.2 Eect of Ordering of the Dimensions on LearningWe now show that a correct ordering of dimensions, that matches those dimensions found to be signicant forsome WebSource, can improve MDT learning. Omission of those dimensions that are found to be signicant,or a poor ordering, has a negative impact on MDT learning.We consider the WebSource OZ, for which Quantity and Day were the most signicant dimensions. Figure7a shows the MDT learning, using the cumulative msre, for ordering Q-D, i.e., when Quantity is the most11
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dence in MDT Prediction for WebSource OZ (a) and Cumulative msre for WebSources UTand UM (b) 12
signicant dimension, and then for D-Q. As is clearly indicated, the ordering Q-D is superior. Our statisticalanalysis of the data indicates that Quantity is the most signicant dimension, and has the greatest impacton predicting the response time, in particular for sources OZ and BR, where response times are often verylarge. This gure shows that the poor ordering D-Q, with respect to the signicant dimension Quantity, hada negative impact on the MDT learning.
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0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00Figure 7: Comparison of Ordering Q-D, D-Q (a) and Q-D, Q-T (b) on MDT Prediction for OZFigure 7b shows the MDT learning for the ordering Q-D and compares it with the ordering Q-T, using thecumulative msre. Recall that Day was also a signicant dimension for the dataset OZ. Thus, the predictionof ordering Q-T, which does not consider the dimension Day, is somewhat poor, compared to the MDT withordering Q-D, which does consider the dimension Day. This indicates that omitting a signicant dimension,Day, has a negative impact on the MDT learning. We further note that compared to Figure 7a, the MDTwith ordering Q-T performs better than the MDT with ordering D-Q. This shows that the omission of asignicant dimension, Day, appears to have less impact, compared to the error of a poor ordering D-Q, withrespect to the very signicant dimension, Quantity. This is consistent with our understanding of signicanceof the dimensions in prediction.Finally, in Figure 8, we display the MDT with orderings Q-D-T, Q-T-D and Q-D. The MDT withordering Q-D-T performed better than Q-D. While our statistical tests did not provide a clear indicationthat the dimension Time was signicant for OZ, our MDT learning seems to indicate that the inclusion ofthis dimension does provide a slight benet in the learning. We also see the eect of a poor ordering. Whilethe ordering Q-T-D includes the two signicant dimensions Quantity and Day, there is a poor ordering of13
Day with respect to Time, i.e., Q-T-D instead of Q-D-T, since Day is more signicant. This has a negativeeect on the learning. Thus, the MDT with ordering Q-D performed better than the MDT with orderingQ-T-D, since the ordering Q-D is superior to Q-T.
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0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00Figure 8: Comparison of Ordering Q-D, Q-D-T and Q-T-D on MDT for OZ4.3 Evaluation of the Trained MDTFinally, we tested the MDT performance on test data, after training it on some training data. Both testand training data were obtained in a similar manner during our data collection. For this experiment, wetrained the MDT by sending it some initial qfb from the WebSource. Once the MDT is trained, we no longerallowed the MDT to learn by sending it qfb. Figure 9a shows the relative error after the MDT was trainedon 3100+ qfb. Figure 9b shows the cumulative msre for dierent sizes (approximately 300, 1400 and 2900qfb) of training data.As indicated in Figure 9b, when the training data was fairly small, e.g., 300 qfb, the MDT is notstable and the error is greater. Our previous experiment indicated that the MDT started stabilizing afterapproximately 1000 qfb. Thus, the MDT prediction improves after training it on larger sets of qfb.4.4 Comparison with other Learning TechniquesWe now consider other learning techniques. Compared to the MDT learning, neural networks [10] typicallyexhibit sophisticated learning behavior. However, a neural network is very sensitive to the training data, sinceit does not allow direct manipulation of the training process. In contrast, the MDT learning, while simple,14
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100.00 200.00 300.00Figure 9: Testing the MDT Prediction After Learning - Relative Error and Cumulative msreallowed us to directly manipulate features that controlled the learning, enabling us to better understandthe behavior of the experimental data itself. In future work, we plan to train a standard back propagationneural network with our experimental data, to make an empirical comparison with MDT learning.CART [3] is a classication and regression algorithm. Using a set of classication variables, it adopts abinary recursive splitting, and successively partitions the data into discrete subgroups, based on each possiblyrelevant variable, until further splitting is infeasible. CART is also sensitive to the ordering of variables.In comparison, the MDT learning is less complex, since it identies a split directly, using a xed alloweddeviation value for each dimension. This is less costly than the regression that is performed by CART todetermine the split. We further note that the MDT can split a range into multiple subranges (cells), and itprovides other tuning features such as precision of each dimension. In addition, the MDT uses the condencewindow, and the buer of qfb in each cell, to overcome the eects of noise.The MDT learning resembles the classication task to some extent, in that the splitting tends to clusterthe data on the dierent dimensions. However, we note that the MDT does not really perform clustering.For example, suppose there were several qfb in a cell, whose range for Time was 0 to 3am, and supposeall the qfb were actually collected between 2 am and 3 am, and there was no qfb at other times. Then,the MDT, unlike a clustering algorithm, would not form a cell with range 2 am to 3 am for Time, sinceit would have no qfb to split this cell. MDT learning resembles the learning in HERMES [1]. HERMESperforms o-line summarization of query response times, using information on the domain of attributes,query bindings and selectivity. HERMES does not model the unpredictable nature of WebSources, where15

















Figure 10: Behavior of Response Time (RT) with Query Scrambling (QS)role in determining how the MDT prediction can aect the choice of the QS algorithm. To simplify ourpresentation, we consider a simple query with two alternative plans and one point of critical delay, as seenin Figure 11(a). We can generalize to more complex queries in a straightforward manner as is seen later.Consider an initial (optimal) query plan Pi, and a new plan Ps, which is suboptimal but can hide some delay.
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ED1   RD1   RD2  ED2  RD3   ED3       ED4           RD4Figure 11: Critical Delay (a) and Safe Prediction Error for the MDT (b)RTi is the response time of Pi assuming no delay, and RTs is the initial response time for Ps. In general,CrD is a function of RTs and RTi, and can be determined to be RTs   RTi, where we ignore the relativecosts of the plans.A perfect prediction scenario is the case when ED = RD. When prediction is imperfect, i.e., ED 6= RD,we may expect to make a poor scrambling decision. However, what is signicant, is that even though theprediction is imperfect, the prediction error could be safe, with no penalty associated with an imperfect pre-diction. Conversely, the prediction error could be unsafe and could lead to underestimation or overestimationpenalties. This distinction is crucial in evaluating the quality of MDT prediction in the context of QueryScrambling.We now describe the relationship between ED, RD and CrD, and their inuence on the choice of theQS algorithm. The rst case is when the prediction error j RD ED j is safe, and there is no penalty. Thesituation is portrayed in Figure 11(b), and is the case when ED and RD occur on the same side of CrD. ED < RD. If ED < CrD & RD < CrD, or RD  CrD & ED  CrD, the scrambler is insensitiveto the prediction error. In the rst case, QS chooses the initial plan Pi, and in the second case, QS17
















} }Figure 12: Underestimation and Overestimation Penalties due to Prediction Error ED > RD (Figure 12b). RD  CrD & ED > CrD. This is an overestimation error of the MDTprediction, which causes an overestimation penalty of prediction. The value of the penalty Eover =RTs   (RTi +RD) = (RTs  RTi) RD = CrD  RD. For a delay of RD, the better plan is Pi, butdue to MDT prediction of ED, the QS algorithm chooses Ps and incurs the penalty.Note that the values of both penalties Eunder and Eover depend on CrD and RD, and is independent ofRTi and RTs. We will use this property later, in section 5.3, to estimate the quality of MDT prediction.We can characterize the quality of MDT delay prediction in the context of query scrambling as follows:a good MDT prediction has to minimize both underestimation and overestimation penalties. In the nextsection, we consider how well the MDT performs on experiment data. What is critical is that while theMDT prediction may be imperfect, the prediction error could be safe and there could be no penalty.5.3 Experimental Evaluation of the MDT PredictionThe experimental evaluation was performed using a simulator of a distributed query processing environment,with a two-phase randomized query optimizer [11]. The simulator is described in [24]. The QS algorithmis implemented on top of the simulator. The query processing environment has a query site, which execute18
queries, and data sites, that store relations used in queries. It assumes each relation is located in a dierentdata site. All joins are executed using the hybrid hash join method [16]. The query site has 300 pages ofmemory and the page size is 4096 bytes. All simulation parameters are dened as in [24].5.3.1 Result of MDT Prediction on Query Qx2 (Small Sample)Consider a simple join query Qx2 on two relations SMALL (50000 tuples with tuple size of 180K) and LARGE(2000000 tuples of 180K each), over a single join attribute and a projectivity of 0.2 for each relation, i.e.,20% of the tuple is projected in the result.We assume the SMALL relation is delayed. The initial plan with cost of 673.61 seconds, is a hash join,where the left (inner) relation is SMALL. The alternative and suboptimal plan with cost of 690.73 seconds,has the left (inner) relation as LARGE. The cost dierence for the two plans, for the simulation environmentdescribed above is around 17 seconds, and this is the only scrambling opportunity, i.e., CrD = 17sec.
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10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00Figure 13: Critical Delay (a) and small MDT sample quality (b) for Qx2 queryTable 1 has 16 MDT predictions, using the data collection BR. We report on the result of the QS algorithmsusing the MDT prediction of real delay, i.e., if the prediction error was safe, or lead to a penalty of eitheroverestimation or underestimation. We purposefully obtained this sample of MDT prediction in an earlystage of learning, when the prediction error was signicant, to give us an opportunity to study the penalties ofMDT prediction error. Figure 13a represents the critical delay for this query. Figure 13b plots two responsetime curves. For the rst curve, labeled ED = RD, the simulator uses the perfect prediction. For the secondcurve, labeled MDT   based ED, the simulator uses the MDT prediction of ED. Referring to Table 1, test#5 leads to an underestimation penalty, and tests #6, #7 and #12 lead to overestimation penalties. In allother tests, the prediction errors were safe and there were no penalties. In Figure 13b, the 4 predictionsthat incurred penalties are shown as deviations from the curve labeled ED = RD.19























Figure 14: Statistics, Pi and Ps for Qx4 queryTable 2 represents the results of testing the MDT prediction penalty. The rst row represents the entiresample of 3100+ predictions. There were 657 cases that resulted in penalty, 111 were unsafe underestima-tion errors, and 546 were unsafe overestimation errors. We note that the total underestimation penalty iscomparable to the overestimation penalty. When we consider the rst 1000 predictions, we note that thetotal penalty incurred is a signicant proportion of the total penalty for the total sample. Thus, when we20
consider either the last 500 MDT predictions, or the last 250, we see that the number of errors is small,and the total penalty is a small fraction of the total penalty for the total sample. This indicates that as theMDT learns, the total penalty due to unsafe estimation error decreases signicantly.Table 2: Results of MDT Prediction for Query Qx4# of unsafe Total #underest. Underest. #overest. Overerest. Sampleerrors penalty (ms) penalty (ms) penalty (ms) size657 5935589.0 111 2733440.0 546 3202149.0 3100+90 2200697.0 47 1570113.0 43 630584.0 rst 100025 59078.0 0 0.0 25 59078.0 last 5002 875.0 0 0.0 2 875.0 last 2505.3.4 Result of the MDT Prediction on Query Q8.modFinally, we considered a modied version of the TPC-D benchmark query Q8, the National Market ShareQuery. The SQL query statement, the statistics for the relations, the initial plan Pi, and the rst scrambledplan Ps, is in in Appendix B. As before, we consider that there is one delayed relation PART. The criticaldelay at the rst scrambling step that is considered by the simulator occurs at approximately 21 seconds.Table 6 presents the results of the MDT predictions. As in the previous example, the penalty due tooverestimation was dominant. While 222 of the 511 unsafe predictions occurred in the rst 1000 predictions,the total penalty for the rst 1000 predictions is signicant, compared to the total penalty for the total sample.Further, there were no unsafe predictions in the last 500 MDT predictions.We conclude that the MDT learning can be characterized as very good, from the perspective of minimizingthe total penalty incurred by the QS algorithm, when QS uses the MDT prediction for the real delay.Table 3: Result of MDT Prediction for Query Q8.mod# of unsafe Total #underest. Underest. #overest. Overerest. Sampleerrors penalty (ms) penalty (ms) penalty (ms) size511 3631717.0 88 1717749.0 423 1913968.0 3100+222 2705800.0 71 1633942.0 151 1071858.0 rst 10000 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 last 5006 ConclusionIn this paper, we report on the MDT, a tool which uses query feedback fromWebSources to predict responsetime (delay) and condence in the prediction. We report on the features of MDT training, which improveswith the correct ordering of signicant dimensions such as Quantity, Day and Time, and also improves with21
inclusion of signicant dimensions. We test the MDT on experiment data collected from several WebSources.We then use the MDT prediction of delay in a scrambling enabled optimizer. We identify when MDToverestimation or underestimation of the real delay is unsafe and results in a penalty, and when the predictionerror is safe, and there is no penalty. We test how good the MDT prediction is in minimizing these penalties,for the experiment data.In future work, we will rene the idea of initial delay versus response time, and we will investigate tuningthe scrambling algorithm using the MDT con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B Query Q8.modSELECT O ORDERDATE, L EXTENDEDPRICE, N2.NAMEFROM PART, CUSTOMER, ORDER, LINEITEM, SUPPLIER, NATION N1, NATION N2, REGIONWHERE P.PARTKEY = L.PARTKEYAND L.SUPPKEY = S.SUPPKEY AND O.ORDERKEY = L.ORDERKEYAND C.CUSTKEY = O.CUSTKEY AND C.NATIONKEY = N1.NATIONKEYAND N1.REGIONKEY = R.REGIONKEY AND R.NAME = 'EUROPE'AND S.NATIONKEY = N2.NATIONKEY AND O.ORDERDATE BETWEEN '97-01-01' AND '98-12-31'AND P TYPE = 'SMALL PLATED STEEL'
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160Figure 15: Statistics, Pi and Ps for Query Q8.mod
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